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Abstract: In view to proposing an alternative to oversized energy sources currently installed in electric vehicles for suburban transport, a direct hybrid fuel cell (FC)-supercapacitors (SC) source has been designed and tested on a test bench. The rated 15.6 kW source—with an air-cooled 5.6 kW FC and a 165 F SC storage device—was shown perfectly suited to traction of a 520 kg vehicle along the NEDC cycle, then validating the previously developed concept of a one-ton car propelled by a 10 kW FC in the rated 30 kW hybrid source for this cycle. In comparison with a FC used alone, hybridization was shown to allow the power demand for the cell to vary in quite a narrower range, as formerly observed. Moreover, the rates of fuel cell voltage and current generated in the driving cycle, were shown to be reduced by one order of magnitude by the direct hybridization which is to contribute to the FC durability. Two operating parameters were shown to have a significant effect on the hybrid source efficiency, namely the capacity of the SC at 110 or 165 F, and the recovery of deceleration power—emulated by an external power supply—which can decrease by 25% the fuel consumption in NEDC cycle conditions, as predicted by the model.
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1. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) have been considered for years for transported applications. However, a fuel cell alone although powerful, cannot easily bring the considerable initial electric power required to start up the vehicle [1,2]. Moreover, the FC stack installed in the vehicle cannot store the regenerative power produced during decelerating and braking. Third, operation under idle conditions or sudden changes in the fuel cell current or power and currents in usual driving cycles, are to cause appreciable degradation of the FC components [3–7]. Fuel cell hybridization by energy storage elements e.g., batteries or supercapacitors can mitigate the three above intrinsic weaknesses of fuel cells in transport applications. As a matter of fact, the buffering action of energy storage elements in the hybrid source, is to avoid fuel cell operation under idle conditions or sudden changes in its power demand which is to favor the fuel cell durability. Their capacity in energy storage differs greatly with their nature. Typically, supercapacitors (SCs) offer higher dynamics in the storage and power release than batteries but lower available energy, even though recent battery technologies with supercapacitor anodes can tolerate higher charge/discharge rates. Batteries will be preferred for long-distance or versatile rides, whereas SC can be attractive for rides with frequent changes in the power demand, as in (sub)urban transport. An additional interest of hybridization is the enhancement of the power allowed, in particular when the braking energy of the vehicle is partly recovered to contribute to recharging the storage elements.

Hybridization can be carried out in an active (indirect) manner using DC-DC converters to decouple the FC or the energy storage system, or both, and after development of energy management strategies (EMS). This solution more complex and involving additional components in the powertrain circuit and subsequent energy losses, is known to better protect the hybrid source (HS) components from operation under hazardous conditions [8]. With direct (passive) hybridization i.e., without any interface converter, energy exchanges within the hybrid source are ruled by the mere association of the fuel cell to the storage element, thus by the voltage vs. current relationship of the two source components connected in parallel [9,10]. The storage elements have to be pre-charged beforehand to avoid initial hazardous inrush currents at the closure of the electrical circuit. Moreover, a diode inserted in the circuit after the fuel cell provides it a minimal protection. Although less flexible in the energy management of the hybrid source, passive hybridization appears attractive because of its simplicity, its lower weight and its expected higher energy efficiency, as discussed in [6,9,10].

Depending on the vehicle considered and its targeted use, hybrid sources have been tested with dedicated driving cycles to utility vehicles [11], urban cycles [12], or more versatile cycles covering urban or suburban driving e.g., NEDC [13,14], or even short highway driving HWFET [15]. Most investigations cover the design of the several kW-rated hybrid source, relying upon force and power balances to mitigate the various friction forces exerted on the vehicle, together with the dynamics to be offered by the hybrid source for the targeted application. Both the hybrid source components and the powertrain system are often modeled with equivalent circuit models, the transients of the current and powers profiles being in some cases validated by experiments. Besides, in direct hybridization the SC storage device has to be pre-charged for the above safety reasons, and various strategies have been proposed for this purpose [6,10,16,17]. Durability of the fuel cell has also been investigated, either by estimation of the degradation of the fuel cell components [9] using semi-empirical laws established in dedicated experimental tests [18,19], or in long-term runs of a single hybridized fuel cell in FC-DLC driving cycles. There, the regular assessment of the fuel cell state of health revealed that direct
hybridization to a SC module can slightly protect the fuel cell or at least does not accelerate its degradation [20–22]. Aside durability aspects, it has been shown that the fuel cell could be significantly downsized upon its hybridization, depending on the capacitance of the storage system [8–12,23]): appreciable reduction in the costs for the FC investment and maintenance can thus be expected. However, the contribution of regenerative power of the vehicle deceleration in the energy management, although sometimes mentioned, was seldom investigated [12].

The present work has been carried out in view to operating an individual electric vehicle (1000 kg), with a direct hybrid (FC-SC) source for urban/suburban driving (Hy2Car project, Nancy, France), and relying upon previously gained experience at bench scale [20,21]. The objective of the whole Hy2Car project, is to propose an alternative personal vehicle with a modest hydrogen demand, low emission and undersized powertrain suitable to urban/suburban driving. In this work dedicated to half-scale investigation of the above vehicle, a max. 16 kW direct FC-SC hybrid source comprising a 6-kW fuel cell, has been designed using previous small-scale studies [24] and relying upon previously developed physics-based models of fuel cells [25] and supercapacitors [26]. More details on these models can be found in the appendix. On the basis of the design of its storage system in terms of rated voltage and capacitance, the above hybrid source was tested with NEDC driving cycles at the FClab platform in Belfort. Contrary to former works quoted, the power of the hybrid source and the weight of the fictitious vehicle have been varied for more complete investigation of the behavior of the hybrid source-vehicle system. Two dynamics of the source have therefore been considered in the present study by varying the number of SC modules directly connected to two 3 kW Ballard fuel cells in series. The vehicle with a fictitious weight varying from 400 to 520 kg, has been simulated using suitable data and laws for mechanical friction of electric vehicles. Energy sharing between the fuel cell and the SC has been followed, in repeated driving cycles. Interestingly, the energy recovered in deceleration periods was shown to represent up to 25% of the hybrid source power. Besides, the rates of the fuel cell voltage and current in NEDC cycles was estimated, providing indication on the stress induced on the fuel cell depending on the hybridization mode.

2. Experimental section and methodology development

2.1. Materials and experimental tests

2.1.1. The fuel cell system

A fuel cell system has been developed by H2Sys company, Belfort, on the basis of two fuel cell stacks (Ballard version EOM 3000 W with air cooling) connected in series. Each stack consisted of 80 cells with an area at 145 cm². Air was supplied by forced convection with ambient atmosphere and hydrogen was supplied upon pressure (8 bars) upstream to the fuel cell operated in dead-end mode, with automatic release of the anode gases (purge) upon action of the controlling system developed. The fuel cell system was equipped with a CAN bus J1939 2.0 interface to check the various physical variables on a laptop. In particular, the fan power for air cooling was adjusted depending on the temperature of each stack to avoid overheating of the cell. Current was kept below 65 A to avoid temperatures over 62 °C as recommended by the FC supplier. The fuel cell system comprising 160 single cells, could deliver an electric power up to 5.6 kW with a voltage ranging from 89 V to 146 V.
Figure 1 depicts the overall experimental setup covering the two fuel cells, the supercapacitor strings and the other electrical components.

2.1.2. Supercapacitor storage devices

SC storage devices have been prepared by assembling in parallel and in series 165 F–48.6 V supercapacitor modules from Maxwell Technologies company. Each module, of BMOD0165P048 type, was composed of 18 cells in series whose cell capacitance, rated voltage and mass were 3000 F, 2.7 V and 500 g, respectively. The weight of one module was near 14 kg, and its series resistance was measured at 6 mΩ. The first SC storage device used for direct hybridization with the above fuel cell system was formed with two paralleled strings of three modules in series, for a nominal capacitance of 110 F and a rated voltage at 145.8 V. The second one with three paralleled strings of three modules in series, offered a capacitance of 165 F for the same rated voltage. The total weight of the packed storage devices attained 84 kg and 126 kg, respectively, corresponding to a net SC cell weight near 54 kg and 81 kg, respectively.

Prior to connecting the SC storage device to the fuel cell, pre-charging of the supercapacitors was carried out using a power supply EA 200 V/210 A to adjust the initial voltage to a level compatible to that of the fuel cell.

![Experimental setup](image)

**Figure 1.** Experimental setup.

2.1.3. The electrical setup and its operation

The electrical scheme of the experimental setup is more precisely depicted in Figure 2. The fuel cell was protected from negative currents by a diode. The hybrid source was loaded by a power electronic DC-DC converter composed of two phases in order to achieve power conversion up to 40 kW. Each phase has an inductive input (inductance: 400 µH rated at 125 A), and involves an IGBT half-bridge module of SKM400GB066D type (rated at 600 V–400 A) from Semikron company. Both phases were
current reversible, allowing to emulate the recovery mode. The phase currents were controlled by means of regulation loops, so that the hybrid source current $I_{HS}$ could be set to a given value or profile. The hybrid source components were connected to each other by 125 A Staubli cables. The wiring between the supercapacitive storage device and the power converter was doubled to reduce the significance of ohmic voltage drop and undesired Joule effects, as hybrid source current $I_{HS}$ was expected to be as large as 250 A. The electric energy produced by the hybrid source was dissipated in two paralleled rheostats (each being rated at $4 \Omega$, 60 A and 14.4 kW), through a braking chopper connected to the converter DC link. Finally, the recovery (regeneration) of the deceleration-braking energy was emulated in cycling tests by means of the above power supply.

![Figure 2. Electrical scheme of the experimental setup.](image)

The DC-DC converter phases were driven by means of current regulation loops, in order to control the hybrid source current $I_{HS}$. The reference signal $I_{HS,REF}$ for this current was computed from the NEDC speed profile, according to the mechanical power demand detailed in section 2.2. The braking chopper, whose general purpose is to manage the consumption of the energy produced by the hybrid source (corresponding current regime: $I_{HS} > 0$), was simply driven by a hysteresis comparator, as to maintain the DC link voltage below a given level (160 V here), which must be higher than the maximum voltage attainable by the hybrid source. When required for recovery braking emulation (corresponding current regime: $I_{HS} < 0$), the power supply was connected to the DC link through a diode, and its output voltage was set to 155 V, i.e., between the highest HS voltage and the limit for the DC link voltage at 160 V.

The test bench supervision (DC-DC converter control, braking chopper control, computation of power and current references of the hybrid source, safety shutdown), was managed by two dSPACE® real time cards (computation sample time: 100 μs), in combination with ControlDesk® software and Matlab-Simulink® environment. These cards also allowed data acquisition and backup of FC, SC and HS currents and powers, together with FC, SC and DC link voltages, with a 100 ms acquisition sample time. Switching noises generated by the power electronic conversion (switching frequency: 10 kHz) were removed by first-order low-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of 100 Hz in the measurement of the hybrid source currents ($I_{FC}$, $I_{SC}$ and $I_{HS}$) and voltages ($V_{FC}$ and $V_{SC}$).
2.2. Model for vehicle traction and estimation of the power demand

The NEDC cycle in the form of a velocity time profile consists of four short urban cycles with a maximum velocity of 50 km/h, and four peaks in suburban acceleration phases with velocity up to 70, 70, 100 and 120 km/h—for a few seconds for the last peak. The 1180 s long cycle covers 10.93 km with an average velocity near 33 km/h. A model has been developed to calculate the instantaneous power demand of the fictitious vehicle from the velocity profile of the cycle. This power demand corresponds to the mechanical power of the vehicle at velocity \( v \), considering efficiency \( \eta \) for conversion of electrical power to mechanical power.

The mechanical model was established by expressing the instantaneous mechanical power \( P_{\text{mech}} \) of the vehicle in motion, as the sum of the variation of the mechanical energy (kinetic and potential) of the vehicle, and the dissipation terms related to friction forces, as follows:

\[
P_{\text{mech}} = M \cdot \frac{dv}{dt} + M \cdot g \cdot v \cdot \sin(\alpha) + F_{\text{f}} \cdot v
\]

where \( M \) the mass of the vehicle, \( g \) the gravity, \( \alpha \) the angle of the slope counted positive (uphill) or negative (downhill), and \( F_{\text{f}} \) covers all friction forces. Here, angle \( \alpha \) was taken at 0°, assuming in this study driving in flat areas, because no changes in elevation are accounted for in NEDC cycles. Friction forces are usually considered as due to internal friction in the car and on the road, \( F_{\text{w}} \), and to friction to air, \( F_{\alpha} \):

\[
F_{\text{f}} = F_{\text{w}} + F_{\alpha} = f_{\text{w}} \cdot M \cdot v + \frac{1}{2} \rho_{\text{w}} \cdot S \cdot C_{\alpha} \cdot v^2
\]

where \( f_{\text{w}} \) is the vehicle friction coefficient, \( \rho_{\text{w}} \) the density of air, \( S \) the cross-sectional area of the vehicle in motion and \( C_{\alpha} \) its drag coefficient. The vehicle was assumed to have the same friction characteristics as the Renault Zoe, an electrical vehicle for which available data can be found on the web. For Renault Zoe:

\[
M = 1480 \text{ kg}, f_{\text{w}} = 0.0072 \text{ s}^{-1}, \text{ and product } (S.C_{\alpha}) \text{ is equal to } 0.75 \text{ m}^2
\]

Conversion of electrical power into mechanical power induces additional losses which were evaluated from the parameters of the Zoe vehicle as follows. The 41 kWh of energy contained in the batteries of the considered version of Zoe vehicle allows a driving NEDC range near 400 km, i.e., 36.6 cycles. The average power in the cycle can then be deduced from the number of cycles and the 1180 s period per cycle: \( P_{\text{cycle}} = 3419 \text{ W} \). From the Saber® model developed [24], the average power required in a cycle was estimated at 3148 W, with a mechanical mean contribution from the car engine at \( P_{\text{mech}} = 4324 \text{ W} \), and an average value for the regenerated power from deceleration at \( P_{\text{recovery}} = -1176 \text{ W} \) [24]. Assuming the same energy efficiency \( \eta \) for the conversion of mechanical to electrical energies and the reverse operation, \( P_{\text{cycle}} \) can be written as:

\[
P_{\text{cycle}} = \frac{P_{\text{mech}}}{\eta} + \eta \cdot P_{\text{recovery}}
\]

The energy conversion efficiency was then found at 95.3%. The electric power recovered in deceleration was found at 1120 W, thus offering to 25% reduction in the power required.
Because the hybrid source has a power far below that required by a Zoe vehicle for the driving cycle of interest, a vehicle of weight M (kg), M being an operating parameter, was considered in this work. Energy and powers have been therefore expressed per mass unit (kg). The air friction force has been assumed to be proportional to the mass of the vehicle, on the basis of the above data for the 1480 kg of the Zoe vehicle.

The power to be supplied by the hybrid source could then be calculated from the above mechanical model. Figure 3 presents the resulting mass power profile (in W.kg⁻¹), together with the velocity profile in the NEDC driving cycle: Table 1 summarizes the main power features of this profile. For tests without power recovery in deceleration, the lowest power of the hybrid source is 0, whereas it is obviously negative with recovery of deceleration power. In all cases, the reference signal $I_{HSREF}$ required for the control of the hybrid source current, was computed by dividing the power profile by the hybrid source voltage, $V_{FC}$.

For fictitious weight M and given conditions of hybridization (capacitance of the storage device) and energy management (with or without energy recovery in deceleration), the hybrid source was operated following two constraints as follows. First, sufficient power is required to meet the various peaks of power demand, in particular the final one emulating a peak velocity at 120 km/h. Secondly, the power from the fuel cell was restricted by the maximum current fixed at 65 A to avoid its accelerated degradation. For the hybrid source used here, weight M was thus found to be lower or equal to 415 kg with the smaller SC storage device (capacitance: 110 F) and to 520 kg with the larger one at 165 F (see appendix).
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**Figure 3.** Velocity and mass power profiles along a NEDC driving cycle. Peaks 1 to 8 correspond to the power demand peaks, from 1 to 4 in the urban driving phases below 50 km/h, peaks 5 to 8 being for the suburban part of the cycle, with higher velocities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$P_{HS}$ max. (W/kg)</th>
<th>$P_{HS}$ min. (W/kg)</th>
<th>$P_{HS}$ aver. (W/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>without recovery</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the deceleration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with recovery</td>
<td>30.02</td>
<td>−14.52</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the deceleration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Power features of the NEDC cycles for a Zoe-like vehicle.
2.3. Polarization curve of the fuel cell system

This relationship has been experimentally determined by measuring the steady voltage of the fuel cell system alone at a given current. Current was increased from 0 A (open-circuit voltage) to 65 A with 5 A step, then reduced back to 0 A, under comparable current step variations. Steady voltage of the FC was usually obtained after one minute or so. Because of the cooling system of the fuel cell, the temperature depended strongly on the cell current, passing from 25 °C at open circuit voltage to nearly 60 °C for the maximal current. However, as shown in Figure 4, a hysteresis in the voltage variations was observed, with slightly larger voltages reported in the reverse (downward) current scan. The voltage difference in hysteresis up to 20 mV/cell at 40 A, was presumably due to higher hydration of the ionomer of the membrane and at the catalyst surface, and to highly changing temperature levels. The polarization data in this figure are representative of the fuel cell behavior checked every day during the experiment campaign. The average variation of the downward and upward variations was taken into account for fitting. The following law had been considered (per cell), with a temperature fixed arbitrarily at 40 °C, for which the equilibrium cell voltage $U_0$ was taken at 1.21 V.

$$U_{FC} = \frac{v_{FC}}{N} = U_0 - r_{cell}i - \frac{RT}{a_aF} \text{asinh} \left( \frac{i}{2a_o a} \right) - \frac{RT}{a_cF} \text{asinh} \left( \frac{i}{2a_o c} \right) + \frac{RT}{F} \ln \left( 1 - \frac{i}{i_L} \right) \quad (5)$$

The values for the various kinetic parameters are reported in Table 2. The fitted $U_{FC}$ vs. $I$ variations are shown in Figure 4.

**Table 2.** Parameter averaged values for the polarization curve of the fuel cell system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r_{cell}$ (Ω.cm²)</th>
<th>$a_a$ (%)</th>
<th>$a_c$ (%)</th>
<th>$i_{o,a}$ (A.cm⁻²)</th>
<th>$i_{o,c}$ (A.cm⁻²)</th>
<th>$i_L$ (A.cm⁻²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>$2.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Typical polarization curves of one single cell of the FC system.
3. Results and discussion

Various experimental tests had been carried out with two levels of hybridization capacitance (110 and 165 F), different power profile magnitudes (i.e., different values for the vehicle weight M), and with or without energy regeneration during deceleration phases. For each test condition considered, three cycles were performed. The first cycle corresponded to the transient operation of the hybrid source, for which the energy contributions of the fuel cell and of the SC were affected by the initial state of the hybrid source. On the contrary, the second and the third cycles were usually found very similar to each other, with a stack voltage difference at a given time below 200 mV, i.e., less than 0.2% of its average value. Treatment and interpretation of the data were achieved on the third cycle, considered to represent steady operation of the hybrid source in NEDC driving cycles.

3.1. General effects of the direct hybridization

3.1.1. General trends

Due to direct hybridization, the voltages of the fuel cell system and the SC storage device are to be by principle identical: here they only differed from each other by less than 1 V, because of the ohmic drop in the wires and the presence of the semi-conductor diode protecting the fuel cell. Figure 5 reports an example of currents and powers of the fuel cell, the SC storage device and the hybrid source. For this case without recovery of the deceleration power, current and power of the hybrid source were positive. They exhibit sharp peaks in urban circuits in the first 800 s of the cycle, and still sharper variations in the second part of the cycle, for the suburban driving section. As observed in former quoted works, for low power demands, the fuel cell operates at a substantial regime, allowing the SC to be recharged, whereas high power demands in the NEDC cycle benefit from the effective contribution of the SC, in particular in the highest peak corresponding to the 120 km/h driving section. The filtering effect of hybridization on the fuel cell power was also observed here. The contribution of supercapacitors in the power demand, was as expected positive or negative depending on the power demand, with an average current over one cycle usually below 0.2 A (absolute value), corresponding to an average (absolute) power below 30 W. This value represents approximately 0.2% of the hybrid source power, in the range 12–16 kW, depending on the size of the SC storage device: this confirms the fact that the hybrid source attained in the third cycle a well-established cycling regime.
3.1.2. Quantified effects on currents and powers

Depending on test conditions, the minimum value of the fuel cell current varied from 1.4 A to 4.4 A, i.e., from 0.01 A.cm⁻² to 0.03 A.cm⁻². Corresponding maximum voltage of the FC system remained in the range 129.6–134.9 V, i.e., from 0.810 to 0.843 V per cell. In comparison, the non-hybridized FC had an open circuit voltage near 146 V (0.914 V/cell). Although to a moderate extent, hybridization is to reduce the oxidizing stress on the fuel cell components in the idle periods of the cycle.

The average fuel cell current was in the range 7.9 A–14.3 A, corresponding to an average power of this component varying from 0.95 kW to 1.63 kW (respectively observed for 400 kg/165 F/with recovery, and 520 kg/165 F/without recovery). As demonstrated in previous works [21,23], the ratio $I_{FC,RMS}/I_{FC,MEAN}$ between the RMS and the average fuel cell currents, in addition to being related to fuel cell efficiency, can be used as an indicator of the filtering effect introduced by the storage device. This ratio was approximately equal to 1.5 with a storage device at 110 F, and to only 1.3 at 165 F. In comparison, the non-hybridized FC would have exhibited the theoretical ratio at 2.

To quantify the benefit of direct hybridization, in terms of either power downsizing of the fuel cell system, or power contribution splitting at load peaks, one can introduce the power ratio of the hybrid source over the contribution from the fuel cell, called hybridization ratio. This ratio mainly depends on the power profile, on the capacitance of the storage device, and to much a lower extent on

![Figure 5](image-url). Fuel cell, supercapacitor and hybrid source currents and powers along a NEDC cycle. Conditions: M = 520 kg, SC capacitance: 165 F, no recovery in deceleration.
recovery conditions. It can be first defined as “global”, as $\frac{\text{PHS,MAX}}{\text{PFC,MAX}}$ over the whole NEDC cycle. In this case, the hybridization ratio is representative of the FC power downsizing level. However as seen in Figure 5, maxima of FC and HS power profiles do not occur at exactly the same time in the cycle: the highest power from the hybrid source is supplied in the last seconds of the acceleration period to reach the peak velocity at 120 km/h, whereas the peak power from the fuel cell is given at the end of the 120 km/h plateau, i.e., 10 seconds later. The global hybridization ratio attained 2.15 with the 110 F storage device, and 2.78 with the 165 F storage device. In other words, in spite of the limited energy stored in supercapacitors (energy density below 5 Wh/kg) compared to lithium-ion batteries, and the absence of interface converter for efficient management of power and energy in the hybrid source, hybridizing directly a FC system with a SC storage device offers significant FC downsizing capabilities.

Since Sept. 2017, the NEDC qualification procedure for light vehicles has been gradually replaced by the worldwide harmonized light vehicles test procedures (WLTP), comprising three test cycles, depending on vehicle peak power density $P_m$: WLTC-1 for $P_m \leq 22 \text{ W.kg}^{-1}$, WLTC-2 for $22 < P_m \leq 34 \text{ W.kg}^{-1}$, and WLTC-3 for $P_m > 34 \text{ W.kg}^{-1}$. The hybrid source considered here corresponds to the second cycling profile requirements. Although no experiments have been up to now carried out with WLTP profiles, the behavior of the hybrid source in WLTP speed profiles has been simulated using the experience with NEDC cycle. Details in the hybrid source modeling are reported in [23], and summarized in the appendix. Under WLTC-2 profile (duration: 1477 s, maximum velocity: 85.2 km/h), with 165 F and no power recovery, the global hybridization ratio was found at 2.92. Moreover, because of the significantly lower max. velocity compared to that in NEDC, weight $M$ could be taken at 1 ton with the above hybrid source (see appendix), i.e., two times more than that considered at the bench for NEDC cycles (Figure 5).

Hybridization benefits can also be discussed in terms of “local” hybridization ratios, i.e., calculated at each load peak, which enables to examine the evolution of power contribution splitting along the cycle. Table 3 summarizes the ratio values obtained for the eight major load peaks shown in Figure 3, with peaks (1–4) in the urban phase and peaks (5–8) in suburban acceleration phases. Local ratios attained values ranging from 4 to 7 in phases of moderate power demand (peaks 2 to 6), and still near 3 in periods of high power demand (peaks 7 and 8). The lowest value, close to 2.8, is obtained at the beginning of the cycle (peak 1), after the high power demand of the previous cycle: the fuel cell is then submitted to quite high power production, for the intense recharging of the SC system.

### Table 3. “Local” hybridization ratios calculated at NEDC load peaks. Conditions: M = 520 kg, SC capacitance: 165 F, no recovery in deceleration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>urban load peaks</th>
<th>suburban load peaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PFC [kW]</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS [kW]</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHS/PFC [-]</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>4.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another aspect of the direct hybridization is the state of charge (SOC) of the supercapacitors along the driving cycle. For these energy storage systems, SOC is a linear function of their voltage. As shown in Figure 6 for the highest power profiles ($M = 520 \text{ kg}$, SC capacitance: 165 F, with and without
recovery in deceleration), SOC usually varied from 61% to 89% or 91%, respectively without or with recovery. Corresponding average SOC were near 84% and 86%.

The min. SOC value may appear high for usual energy storage systems, but the value directly derives from the highest FC current at 65 A, corresponding to the min. voltage at 89 V. Because SC and FC voltages are very close to each other in direct hybridization, this leads to the min. SOC value at 89/145.8 (100% SOC being set at the storage device rated voltage), i.e., 61%. This does not represent an additional constraint in operating direct SC-FC hybridization, but this only limits the SOC range of the storage device. Minimum SOC in the order of 50% are usually considered with supercapacitors. Because the available energy of a SC is proportional to $SOC^2$, approx. 75% of the SC energy can be used over the charge-discharge range. Here, the min. SOC value at 61% reduces the energy range to $(1-0.61^2)$, i.e., 63%.

![Figure 6](image-url) SOC of the storage device along a NEDC driving cycle. Conditions: M = 520 kg, SC capacitance: 165 F, with (in black) or without (in grey) recovery in deceleration.

3.1.3. Transient variations of the cell voltage

Driving cycles result in sudden changes in power demand, thus the fuel cell is to be submitted to sharp current and voltage variations. From the experimental data, we tried to estimate the change in individual cell voltage induced by the cycling procedure, with and without hybridization. For this purpose, the filtered variations of the cell voltage were numerically derived using a centered scheme with upward and downward V value over a 2 second period: the voltage rate obtained was then divided by the number of cells in the system, i.e., 160 cells. Comparison was made on the hybridization mode, i.e., with or without SC storage device.

The case of a 415 kg vehicle was treated with assistance of the smaller (110 F) SC. As shown by Figure 7a, for the 415 kg vehicle motioned by the hybrid source without regeneration, the max. voltage scan rate is in the order of 5 mV/s (positive) and −4 mV/s (negative). The positive voltage rate corresponds to a current rate of −2.5 A/s, i.e., 3.8% of the nominal current range, which indicates an acceptable stress of the fuel cell after [5,12].
For the sake of comparison, the behavior of the fuel cell alone was simulated, starting from the raw data of the power of the above hybrid source. The maximum power of the hybrid source was at 12 kW, with a maximum FC power near 5.5 kW. Therefore, we considered here the only fuel cell power estimated as homothetic from the HS source power, with a factor (5.5/12), assuming the hybridization effect be independent of the overall power. According to this scenario, the fuel cell was modeled for traction after the NEDC driving cycle, but M had to be reduced to 183 kg vehicle assuming the maximum consumption near 30 W/kg (Table 1) calculated regardless of hybridization mode. The fuel cell was modeled using the steady state relationship between current and voltage established above. For each time value, fuel cell power \( P \), taken as its measured value, was expressed as a function of \( V \) and \( I \):

\[
P_{\text{FC}} = V \times I = V(I) \times I
\]

where \( V \) was expressed versus \( I \) after rel. (6). Current \( I \) was estimated by a trial and error technique to find the zero of function \( F(I) \) defined as:

\[
F(I) = P_{\text{FC}} - V(I) \times I
\]

From the time variations of the stack voltage, numerical derivation of the voltage signal was performed, leading to Figure 7b: the graph in the figure exhibits more than ten positive peaks of cell voltage scan rate, with amplitude larger than 50 mV/s/cell, plus one attaining 140 mV/s/cell. The corresponding current rates were near −16 and −47 A/s, i.e., 25 and 73% of the nominal FC current range, expressing the significant stress of NEDC cycles exerted on the non-hybridized fuel cell. The rates of negative FC voltage variation are of a lower amplitude, being in all cases below −40 mV/s. Nevertheless, the two graphs above demonstrate that hybridization has a significant smoothing effect on the cell voltage in change in the power demand profiles, which is to reduce the significance of the stress on the fuel cell stack in NEDC cycling operation. This represents a significant asset of hybridization, in addition to the different weights of the vehicle considered for an equivalent fuel cell rated power, i.e., 183 kg without hybridization and 415 kg with the lighter hybridization mode.

### 3.2. Effects of the hybridization mode and vehicle weight

In this section, recovery of the deceleration power was not accounted for in the experiments. Six series of cycles have been recorded, for weight \( M \) ranging from 400 to 520 kg, and depending on the SC storage device capacitance (110 F and 165 F). The average and maximum power of the hybrid source are linear functions of the weight of the vehicle, as demonstrated above, regardless of the hybridization mode, provided that the source is powerful enough to move the vehicle in the whole driving cycle. Therefore, the average power delivered by the fuel cell is also independent of the SC capacitance (see Figure 8a, mean FC powers obtained at 110 F and 165 F, for \( M = 400 \) kg).
Figure 7. Numerical derivatives of the single cell voltage of the FC system in the NEDC driving cycle. (a): $M = 415$ kg, no recovery in deceleration, hybridization with 110 F SC storage device. (b): fuel cell alone, with the same max. power (5.50 kW, obtained with $M = 183$ kg).

On the contrary, the peak power delivered by the FC depends on both the vehicle weight and the SC capacitance: as expected, large capacitances facilitate the driving cycle, then a lower maximum power of the fuel cell is thus required. For instance, as seen in Figure 8a, the maximum power requirement of the FC at 400 kg–165 F is 18% lower than that with 400 kg–110 F. This gain in power capabilities is also apparent in Figure 8a at FC rated power (obtained for 415 kg–110 F and 520 kg–165 F), with a 25% increase in HS maximum power. From the plotted data, the global hybridization ratio defined as $\frac{P_{HS,\text{MAX}}}{P_{FC,\text{MAX}}}$, was found equal to 2.15 with the 110 F SC device, and in the narrow range 2.67–2.78 with the larger 165 F SC module with approx. 20% increase in the vehicle weight.

Considering heavier vehicles forces the fuel cell to work with a higher intensity, as observed for instance with the 165 F SC device (Figure 8b). In addition, the larger the SC capacitance, the more pronounced is to be the smoothing effect of hybridization, resulting in particular in larger minimum currents and lower maximum currents. The two cases with 415 kg and 520 kg with different SC
capacitances were designed to approach the largest vehicle weight for the two considered hybridizations, resulting in max. FC currents close to 63 A (Figure 8b).

*Figure 8.* Hybrid source features vs. vehicle weight and the SC capacitance. Top (a): average FC power, maximum FC and HS powers. Bottom (b): minimum, average and maximum FC currents. Conditions: no recovery in deceleration.

In accordance with the currents generated by the fuel cell, the voltage values per single cell are reported in Figure 9a. The maximum single cell voltage varied in the range 0.81 V–0.83 V. Finally, the extreme values of the SC state of charge were moderately affected by the vehicle weight and the capacitance of the SC module, varying from 0.61 to 0.66 (Figure 9b). As expected, the larger SC capacitance makes the direct hybridization easier for the HS components, thus its corresponding SOC varied within a narrower range than with the smaller capacitance. Moreover, increasing weight M imposes more stress to the hybrid source components, as expressed by lower values for the min. SOC values (Figure 9b), being not far from the min. affordable value near 61%.
Figure 9. Hybrid source features vs vehicle weight and the SC capacitance. Top (a): minimum and maximum FC voltage. Bottom (b): minimum and maximum SC states of charge. Conditions: no recovery in deceleration.

3.3. Effect of the recovery of the deceleration power

Recovery of deceleration power changes drastically the time profiles of the hybrid source power (see red profile in Figure 3, and grey profile in Figure 5b). The four cases with the 165 F SC stack have been examined here, with or without recovery during deceleration, for comparison. In agreement with the model statement, the experimental maximum power of the hybrid source was not changed by the strategy for power recovery. On the contrary, the power demand from the fuel cell could be reduced by the recovery of the deceleration power. This is clearly shown in Figure 10a by the 24% reduction in the average FC power.
Figure 10. Hybrid source features vs vehicle weight and strategy for power recovery. Top (a): average FC power, maximum FC and HS powers. Bottom (b): minimum, average and maximum FC currents. Conditions: SC capacitance = 165 F.

The effect of recovery appears also clearly in Figure 10b on the minimum and average currents of the fuel cell: as predicted by the model, this last current was reduced by 25%, with an equivalent reduction in hydrogen consumption as a direct consequence. The effect on FC maximum power is however much less significant, being only 2% lower, due to a slight increase in the storage device minimum SOC, from 61% to 63% (cf. Figure 11b) which indicates that recovery of this power has no significant impact on HS power capabilities.

The slight reduction in FC minimum current (about 2 A reduction) can be related to the maximum fuel cell voltage, which was slightly larger, approx. 20 mV per cell, than without recovery (Figure 11a).
Although allowing an appreciable gain in energy efficiency, the recovery may slightly impact the durability of the fuel cell because of the slightly larger potential of the cathode accompanied by more pronounced corrosion phenomena of the catalyst layer [3,4]. However, the maximum voltage observed near 0.83 V, is below the OCV attained by the non-hybridized fuel cell in the idle periods of the cycle. With concern to the minimum cell voltage, the effect of the power recovery strategy is more restricted, the main effect from the operating conditions being that from the vehicle weight. Finally, SOC levels of the SC storage device directly linked to the fuel cell voltage, were slightly affected by this recovery (Figure 11b) with approx. 2% absolute increase in max. and average SOC values, and no visible effect on the minimum SOC.

**Figure 11.** Hybrid source features vs vehicle weight and strategy for power recovery. Top (a): minimum and maximum FC voltage. Bottom (b): minimum, average and maximum SC states of charge. Conditions: SC capacitance = 165 F.
4. Conclusions

On the basis of experimental results obtained with laboratory fuel cells, and a model for the direct hybrid (FC-SC) source, a fuel cell system (145 V, 65 A, 5.6 kW) was directly connected to a supercapacitor element system with a capacity up to 165 F, for tests emulating the ride of a fictitious vehicle in NEDC cycles for suburban transport.

As observed at small scale, the profile of the FC current is greatly smoothed by direct hybridization to supercapacitors. In addition, the estimated voltage scan rate estimated by derivation of the measured voltage transient, exhibited several peaks above 50 mV/s per single cell without hybridization, but was shown to be lower than a few mV/s with the larger SC system. This is to improve the durability of the fuel cell. Because of the restricted range of the fuel cell current density (below 0.4 A/cm²), SOC of the SC varied in a moderate range, however without compromising the principle of the hybridization. The vehicle weight was restricted as expected by the power and energy of the hybrid source, depending on the capacity of the SC storage system. With or without recovery of the deceleration power, NEDC cycles can be completed with a 520 kg “Zoe-like vehicle” powered by the 15.6 kW hybrid source with 165 F with a SC weight at 81 kg. This validated the formerly calculated rating power of direct (FC-SC) source near 30 kW for a one-ton vehicle [23]. The main effect of deceleration power recovery is fuel saving, up to 25% in NEDC cycle conditions.

Scaling-up of the results presented to real driving conditions can be done with an individual H2-car upon installation of the supercapacitor system. A 10–12 kW rated fuel cell could suffice in the traction of a one-ton vehicle in suburban rides. Ideally, its nominal voltage would exceed 100 V, in order to reduce as much as possible, the voltage conversion between the source and the electric engines, for nominal currents below 150 A, allowing reasonable currents from the hybrid source. Such conditions are however seldom fulfilled by FC currently on the market, usually with nominal 50 V–300 A. The emerging transport route developed here could be the incentive to design and construct fuel cells more suitable to this large potential application, also permitting diversification of the membrane fuel cell market.

Besides, water-cooled fuel cells—as used in H2-cars—offer broader ranges of current density and power that the cell used in this study, making it possible to widen the SOC range of the storage elements in the cycle. Thus, the capacity of the SC system could be substantially reduced, or kept unchanged should the ratio SC capacity/FC power be kept, which would result in a higher flexibility in the transport: changes in the standardized power profiles such as longer peaks, or existence of slopes in the ride could then be envisaged. Nevertheless, in the design of the hybrid source, a compromise has to be found between flexibility in the ride, and the weight and volume requirement of the SC storage system. In any case, the transport solution developed here with storage elements free from lithium and rare earth elements, has to be mainly considered for routine suburban transport in relatively flat areas, for private or shared use, as a dedicated alternative to other currently developed transportation solutions being more energy- and critical metal-demanding.

Appendix: direct hybrid source modeling

Fuel cell model

For investigating and analyzing direct hybridization of PEMFC and supercapacitors, we previously developed [23,24] an electrical model based on a 1D analog representation of mass
transport phenomena in gas diffusion layers and membrane. Although being of circuit type, this model is fundamentally based on transport partial differential equations (PDE). Therefore, it includes large signal description, fuel cell non-linearity, and influence of operating conditions (temperature, gas flow rates, pressure, and humidity). In addition, it enables the model implementation in simulation software commonly used in electrical engineering to design systems on the other hand. Figure A1 depicts the structure of the PEMFC model. It consists in two sub-models coupled to each other. The first one (on left) is dedicated to mass transport computation in GDL and membrane, considering operating condition at gas inlets (gas flow rates, pressures, and humidity) and cell temperature: gas flows and partial pressures in GDL, water content and water flow in the membrane.

![Figure A1. PEM fuel cell model.](image)

Outputs are overvoltages at membrane/electrode interfaces, and voltage drop across the membrane. The second one (on right) is a standard electrical scheme, from which the fuel cell voltage can be deduced as a function of fuel cell current, equilibrium potentials and overvoltages, and feeding back the transport sub-model with fuel cell current and faradaic currents at electrodes. Model assumptions are as follows: 1) constant and homogeneous temperature, 2) single phase gas mixtures, 3) 1D mass and charge transports, 4) gas-tight membrane, 5) catalyst layers treated as interfaces. All details of the model are given in [25]: basic equations, parametric laws, analog formulation, implementation in Saber® software and experimental validation.

As previously mentioned, this model was employed in [23] and [24] for investigating direct association of a supercapacitor device with small-scale fuel cells: a 100 cm² PEM single cell (including a seven layered MEA composed of a 50 μm thick membrane, two Pt catalyst layers, and two 285 μm thick GDL), and a 3-cell stack (made with the kind of cell described above). PEMFC model parameters were extracted either from literature (parametric laws used for diffusion coefficients, electro-osmotic
drag, water sorption, and membrane ionic conductivity), or from the experimental setup (FC temperature, air humidity, gas flow rates) and characterization tests (GDL and membrane thicknesses, collector resistances, cathode exchange current density). As reported in [23], a comparison between experimental and simulated polarization curves led to a deviation less than 8 mV over the current density range [0–1 A.cm⁻²]. Fine agreement between model and experiment was also obtained on RMS current, energy production and hydrogen consumption, under driving cycle operation with the FC alone or directed hybridized with a 3000 F supercapacitor.

Finally, a comparison was carried out in direct hybridization, between our 1D analog FC dynamic model, and the corresponding static model (based on the same polarization curve). It showed that the filtering effect introduced on FC current by the supercapacitor storage device was far enough, so that the FC operated under quasi-static conditions. In other words, a FC static model is clearly sufficient to investigate direct hybridization with large supercapacitors. Therefore, we used in the present case the polarization curve depicted in Figure 4 for modeling the H2Sys fuel cell system in direct hybridization with the supercapacitor storage devices described in section 2.1.2.

Supercapacitor model

Numerous models have been established to predict the capability of supercapacitors. At low frequencies, simple RC models are often sufficient to describe the supercapacitor electrical behavior with a reasonable accuracy [27]. However, higher accuracy at high frequencies can be required to evaluate accurately the power sharing between PEMFC and supercapacitors during the sharp current variations associated with driving cycles. Thus, a supercapacitor electrical model has been used considering porosity effects, typically by means of a RC transmission line [26,27]. Figure A2 presents the electrical scheme of the supercapacitor model. It includes a series resistance $R_{HF}$, and a capacitive transmission line characterized by two parameters, the total line capacitance $C$, and the total line resistance $R$. For the sake of simplicity, neither the capacitance non-linearity nor the charge redistribution phenomenon (which takes place in very long times) were considered. Model implementation was achieved by a 50-element line discretization. Manufacturer data usually give the rated capacitance of the device, which can be considered as line capacitance $C$, and low frequency resistance $R_{BF}$. For the BMOD0165P048 module used for designing our SC storage devices, these parameters were 165 F and 7.1 mΩ, respectively. The high frequency resistance $R_{HF}$ was easily extracted from current step tests and found at 4.5 mΩ. The line total resistance $R$ can be deduced from $R_{HF}$ and $R_{BF}$ as follows:

$$R = 3\,(R_{BF} - R_{HF})$$

![Figure A2. Supercapacitor model.](image-url)
Direct hybrid source model

Direct hybridization of a PEMFC and a supercapacitor simply consists in paralleling these two devices, possibly by means of a diode protecting the FC from negative current. In the present case, this diode is already included in the FC system model. The hybrid source model was implemented in Saber® software, together with the NEDC power profile described in section 2.2. Figure A3 presents FC, SC and HS power profiles under NEDC conditions for M = 520 kg and SC capacitance at 165 F, without recovery. This figure is to be related to Figure 5b, obtained experimentally under the same conditions. Features on HS power are very similar, so are experimental and predicted FC and SC power features as shown below:

Figure A3. Fuel cell, supercapacitor and hybrid source simulated powers along a NEDC cycle. Conditions: M = 520 kg, SC capacitance: 165 F, no recovery in deceleration.
- P_{FC,MAX}: experiment = 5.72 kW, simulation = 5.84 kW,
- P_{FC,MIN}: experiment = 0.59 kW, simulation = 0.66 kW,
- P_{FC,MEAN}: experiment = 1.63 kW, simulation = 1.60 kW,
- P_{SC,MAX}: experiment = 10.3 kW, simulation = 9.97 kW,
- P_{SC,MIN}: experiment = −5.69 kW, simulation = −5.79 kW,
- P_{SC,MEAN}: experiment = −0.03 kW, simulation = −0.03 kW.

The value considered for the vehicle weight, M = 520 kg, corresponds to the largest one with the storage device involved in the present hybridization configuration, resulting in a FC current peak (experiment: 63.4 A, simulation: 64 A) close to rated FC current.

As mentioned in section 3.1.2, weight M could be taken at 1000 kg with the above hybrid source, if WLTC-2 speed profile was considered instead of NEDC one. This profile is 1477 s long, it covers 14.66 km, with an average velocity near 36 km/h and a maximum velocity at 85 km/h. Figure A4 presents FC, SC and HS powers profile under WLTC-2 conditions, with the above hybrid source (SC capacitance at 165 F, no recovery at deceleration), and for the vehicle weight resulting in a FC current peak at rated level. This weight is M = 1000 kg, i.e., twice the maximum weight associated with NEDC conditions.
Figure A4. Fuel cell, supercapacitor and hybrid source simulated powers along a WLTC2 cycle. Conditions: M = 1000 kg, SC capacitance: 165 F, no recovery in deceleration.
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